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Dominic
Ohene

Becky Hunt

What we discussed:
1. Leaving Party – This was mentioned at the last meeting;
however need to come up with an activity so it can be planned
and if needed; booked. Group to decide on one activity.
2. Amy M’s Birthday Party – It’s Amy’s birthday coming up, any
ideas on what she could do for this? Ideas also from Amy about
this- what night would she like it on, either a Wednesday,
Thursday or on her weekend in?
3. Leavers Book- does everyone like the current format? How
could it be changed to make it look better?

Young People’s Views:
Leaving Party
The group came up with some ideas:








Pub
Papas (fish and chips)
Big Fun
Bollywood dancing
Wings
Film
Party

We also went through some of the ideas that had been shared at the
last meeting.
We had a vote and 4 young people said Pub, 5 young people said Big
Fun, 5 young people said a Party, 7 young people said the cinema
and 8 young people liked the idea of Fish and Chips.

Amy’s Birthday
The group came up with some suggestions they though Amy would
like:
 Dominic discussed that if it is on a Thursday; then a soft play
area suitable for them and the young people who stay this night
who use a wheelchair. He also suggested a princess party
 Amy - Big Fun
 Ryan – Pantomime
 Lily – Football
 Alice- Disco and Pizza
 Ryan – McDonalds (another young person also liked this idea)
 Archie – Disco and buffet
 Ohene – A surprise party somewhere else

 Chloe – Bouncy castle (disco dome one)
 Ryan – sports day
Amy liked all the suggestions her friend had come up with. She would
like a bouncy castle (such as the Dome one with a disco inside) and a
KFC Takeaway. Amy also likes pink birthday cakes.
Amy was given the choice of when she would prefer to celebrate her
birthday with her friends in residence; and she said a Friday.

Leavers Book
The young people loved looking through the leaver’s book!
Young people gave the following comments:






Dom said ‘I think it’s good- nothing really to change.’
Ryan – ‘I think it looks fabulous. So cool.’
Chloe said it was good.
Ohene said ‘I don’t know- it makes me feel nervous.’
Archie commented that it said 2016 on it, and to maybe have
one for every year.
 Lily likes the pictures.
 Ryan said it would be better if they came back (referring to the
young people who have left residence).

Outcome (To be completed when actioned)
Leaving Party – After taking all of the young people’s views into
account it has been confirmed that there will be 2 leavers
parties/activities due to some young people leaving before others.
The first has been booked in for Friday 31st May where the young
people will be going to Bridlington where they will go and have fish
and chips at the Blue Dolphin Restaurant. The second has been
booked in for Thursday 11th July where the young people will be
attending a pizza party where they will be making their own pizzas.
Amy’s Birthday - Amy will have Pizza for tea and a bouncy castle
and a party with her friends on her next weekend in which is Friday
17th May.
Leavers Book – Most of young people appeared to like the current
format of the leavers book, however some suggestions that where
made will be carefully considered when Roscoe completes the next lot
of leavers pages.

